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The measured high-resolution energy profile of a selective adsorption resonance in the scattering of He
atoms from NaCl~001! is found to exhibit a mixed-extrema structure reminiscent of a Fano-type function. An
analysis of the topological properties of the resonance line shape as a function of the surface temperature
reveals a behavior which is isomorphic to the simplest elementary catastrophe, the fold catastrophe. As the
crystal temperature approaches the surface Debye temperature QD of NaCl the resonance profile undergoes a
transition in its topology according to the behavior of the fold catastrophe. The analysis is sufficiently general
in order to be extended to any resonant scattering event displaying Fano-type profiles.
@S0163-1829~99!00633-5#I. INTRODUCTION
Selective adsorption ~SA! resonances, first discovered in
the 1930s,1 and their line shapes are still perhaps one of the
most intriguing phenomena in atom-surface scattering. Sev-
eral rules governing the intensity features of these resonances
have been reported in the literature.2–4 The shortcoming of
these rules is that they usually require a rather detailed
knowledge of the projectile-surface interaction potential and
since, in most cases, the potentials are not available, the ap-
plicability of these rules is often very difficult and thus lim-
ited to only a few systems. However, the different observed
resonance peak line shapes or, expressed in mathematical
terms, their different topologies, can be understood by a
close examination of the individual scattering contributions.5
In the present work another theoretical and more general
approach is considered for analyzing SA resonance profiles,
based on the catastrophe ~or singularity! theory ~CT! intro-
duced originally by Thom6 and later widely developed by
Zeeman.7 The CT allows a complete description of a system
without detailed mathematical treatment of each underlying
phenomenon. Taking advantage of its generality it can be
applied to many problems in various fields of science, such
as physics and physical chemistry, biology, but also psychol-
ogy or social sciences. Of relevance to this work are the
description of light scattering from surfaces8 and of caustics
and other scattering singularities, of rainbow scattering9,10 as
well as the description of phase transitions.7 The CT pro-
vides a comprehensive description of the behavior of the
chosen system under variation of external parameters, which
is particularly obvious in its applications to phase transitions,
e.g., the topology of the Van der Waals equation, which
determines the external conditions under which the system
adopts a certain state.
In this work an application to a particular SA resonance
line shape will be tested. The chosen SA resonance for He
atoms scattered from the NaCl~001! surface involves the
reciprocal-lattice vector G51.58 Å 21 and the bound state
with binding energy e2521.5 meV. The dependence on thePRB 600163-1829/99/60~9!/6529~6!/$15.00incident-beam energy exhibits a mixed-extrema structure
~Fano-type function!. First, it will be shown that the math-
ematical formulation of the measured line shape in terms of
the S matrix is isomorphic to the canonical form of the sim-
plest catastrophe, the fold catastrophe. Then, the evolution of
the line shape under variation of the surface temperature will
be analyzed. As a result, the CT will be shown to be able to
describe all the different topologies of the resonance line
shape observed for a wide range of surface temperatures as
well as to characterize the background and resonance contri-
butions to the resonance profile.
The analysis is sufficiently general in order to be extended
to any resonant scattering event displaying Fano-type pro-
files.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental apparatus has been described in detail
elsewhere.11 A nearly monoenergetic 4He atom beam ~full
width at half maximum: Dv/v;1%; DE/E;2%) is gener-
ated by continuous expansion of pure 4He gas through a
nozzle of 10 mm in diameter from a stagnation pressure of
about 30 bars. Nozzle temperatures between 40 and 150 K
corresponding to incident-beam energies between 8.6 and
32.0 meV were achieved by resistive heating against the
cooling of a refrigerator cryostat. The experimental apparatus
has a fixed angle geometry in which u i1u f590.1°, with u i
and u f being incident and final scattering angles, respec-
tively. After scattering from the crystal surface the He atoms
are detected by a magnetic mass spectrometer, operating in
the ion counting mode. The sample is prepared by cleaving a
93937-mm3 NaCl single crystal in situ at 90 K. The reso-
nance line shapes were observed in the measured specular
intensity as a function of the incident-beam energy Ei at the
fixed incident angle for specular reflection (u i545.05°).
This was achieved using the technique of drift spectra, in
which the incident-beam energy is scanned by increasing or
decreasing the nozzle temperature. In the measurements re-
ported here, the nozzle temperature was continuously in-6529 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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relative temperature measurement was 60.05 K. The con-
version of nozzle temperature into incident-beam energy was
calibrated by measuring the elastic time of flight ~TOF! at
several nozzle temperatures in the relevant temperature
range, the estimated absolute uncertainty in incident energy
is less than 2%, but the reproducibility from one spectrum to
the next was much better.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 1~a! shows a representative drift spectrum from the
NaCl~001! surface measured along the @110# crystallographic
direction at a surface temperature of Ts5110 K in the range
of incident energies Ei58.8–32 meV. A superposition of
three major contributions determines the shape of the spec-
trum in Fig. 1~a!:
~i! An overall exponential Debye-Waller attenuation of
the specular intensity with increasing Ei due to enhanced
inelastic multiphonon scattering. The decrease of the scat-
tered specular signal I is then given by
I5I0e22W, ~1!






where Ei is the incident-beam energy, u i the incident angle
with respect to the surface normal, Ts the surface tempera-
ture, D the well depth of the laterally averaged He-surface
interaction potential, kB the Boltzmann constant, uD the sur-
face Debye temperature, and m and m are the masses of the
scattering particle and the atoms of the surface unit cell,
respectively.
~ii! For a randomly stepped surface, additional intensity
oscillations with Ei are brought about by changes in the in-
terference conditions for scattering from adjacent terraces of
different heights. The energy spacing of these oscillations
allows the determination of the step heights. For mono- and
diatomic steps on NaCl~001!, the distance between two
maxima in the drift spectrum is about 1.58 and 0.79 Å 21,
respectively. The calculated position of these maxima are
indicated by vertical lines in Fig. 1~a!, those which are due to
monoatomic steps by full lines, maxima resulting from di-
atomic steps by both dashed and full. Therefore in the energy
range shown in Fig. 1~a!, two maxima could be expected due
to monoatomic steps and four maxima due to diatomic steps.
The amplitudes of these oscillations depend on the step den-
sity on the surface.13
~iii! The rather large corrugation of the He-NaCl~001!
potential14 leads to intense diffraction peaks comparable in
intensity to the specular signal ~e.g., see Ref. 14!, which
depend on the incident-beam energy. Specially, the opening
up of new diffraction channels with increasing beam energy
leads to irregular dips in the intensity as observed in Fig.
1~a!.
The selective adsorption resonances, of the type investi-
gated in this work, are on a much smaller scale than all of the
modulations mentioned above. The kinematic condition for aSA resonance assigned to a nth bound state of the He-surface





2 # , ~3!
where ENz is the z component of the kinetic energy of the
incoming particles, Ki the parallel incident wave vector, and
FIG. 1. ~a! The specular peak intensity as a function of incident
energy Ei ~drift spectrum! measured at the NaCl~001!@110# surface
for Ei59 –32 meV at a surface temperature of Ts5110 K. Full
lines indicate the calculated positions of interference maxima due to
mono- and diatomic atomic steps, whereas both dashed and full
lines indicate the calculated positions of maxima due to diatomic
steps. ~b! A series of drift spectra in the range of incident energies
Ei58.8210.2 meV for eight different surface temperatures be-
tween Ts586 and 304 K. Only the intensity scale is shown for the
drift spectrum for Ts586 K, the other spectra are plotted to the
same scale but shifted for clarity. The resonance observed is due to
the coupling to the reciprocal-lattice vector N5(1,0) Å 21 and the
He-NaCl bound state e2521.5 meV.
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resonance process, with Ni and N’ being the parallel and
perpendicular components with respect to the scattering
plane, respectively, measured in units of G51.58 Å 21.
From Eq. ~3! the weak feature with a Fano-type line shape
~mixed-extrema, showing both minimum and maximum! ob-
served at Ei;9.5 meV can be assigned to a SA resonance
involving the e2521.5 meV bound state of the
4He-NaCl(001) interaction potential15 and a coupling to the
reciprocal-lattice vector N5(1,0). To investigate this reso-
nance in greater detail drift spectra were measured in the
range of incident energies Ei58.8–10.2 meV near the reso-
nance position at E¯ i59.5 meV for different surface tempera-
tures Ts between 86 and 304 K. Due to the thermal expan-
sion of the crystal the absolute value of the reciprocal-lattice
vector G51.58 Å 21 varies by about 1% in this temperature
range and according to Eq. ~3! will lead to a small shift of
the resonance position of about 3%.16 The drift spectra mea-
sured at Ts<180 K in Fig. 1~b! show a resonance line shape
characteristic of a Fano-type profile with a maximum at Ei
59.4 meV and a minimum at Ei59.75 meV. As discussed
below, the topology of this profile changes with Ts according
to the rules given by the CT.
Fano-type profiles arise from particular interference con-
ditions between the resonance and background scattering
contributions, which are mainly due to the short-range attrac-
tive and long-range components of the laterally average in-
teraction potential, respectively. The profiles at higher tem-
peratures show a gradual washing out of the resonance while
it is hardly visible at Ts5304 K. As seen from Fig. 1~b!,
with increasing surface temperature, the maximum and mini-
mum of the resonance profile become less pronounced and,
finally, form a plateau at a surface temperature of ;248 K.
At a higher temperature of 304 K, this plateau is no longer
observed, and the specular signal is only slightly modulated
around the resonance position. Surprisingly the critical tem-
perature Tc5248 K, where the resonance profile topology
changes from the maximum-minimum shape to a plateau, is
nearly equal to the surface Debye temperature of NaCl de-
termined previously to be QD5250 K.18
IV. THEORY
In this section, first, a theoretical interpretation of the
changes of the resonance profile topology as a function of Ts
is provided using the multichannel resonant scattering
theory.19 Then, the connection to the CT formalism will be
addressed and in the following section a more detailed analy-
sis in terms of CT will be carried out.
In scattering theory, the total probability Pt of the transi-
tion from the specular channel 0 to a final diffraction channel
g via a SA resonance, is given4 by the square modulus of the




where Sb ,g0 is the collision background S matrix, which in-
cludes all elastic and inelastic contributions except for those
from the SA resonance. Its square modulus gives the prob-
ability of the direct, i.e., nonresonant, scattering Pb5uSb,g0u2. A resonant scattering process is described by the
matrix element Bg0 so that its square modulus uBg0u25s2,
gives the probabilities of entering (Pin) and leaving (Pout)
the bound state according to4
s254PoutPin . ~5!
This square modulus determines the profile of the reso-
nance feature. In general, both probabilities Pout and Pin are
equal except when time-invariance no longer holds.19 Ac-
cording to the generally accepted independence hypothesis,19
these two probabilities Pout and Pin can be treated indepen-
dently. For convenience, a reduced energy variable x, which
is a function of the resonance position E¯ i and width Gn , is
introduced:4
x5~2/Gn!~ENz2en!.~2/gn ,Ei!~Ei2E¯ i!, ~6!
where the width of the resonance Gn is related to the param-
eter gn ,Ei through Gn5gn ,Ei(]ENz /]Ei). Thus x50 gives
the resonance position E¯ i , and x561 define the borders of
the resonance region E¯ i6gn ,Ei/2, respectively.
In order to analyze the measured resonance profiles, the
experimental data are fitted by an analytical function F(x)
which describes the total probability Pt defined by Eq. ~4! as
F~x !5a1bx1
s212r~cos f2x sin f!
x211
, ~7!
where Pb5uSb ,g0u25a1bx , s25uBg0u2, and r2
5uBg0Sb ,g0* u2 and hence br5r cos f and bi5r sin f are
the real and imaginary parts of the product Bg0Sb ,g0* , re-
spectively. In obtaining Eq. ~7! the assumption is made that
the background contribution to the resonance profile is a
smooth function of x. In particular, the square modulus of
Bg0Sb ,g0* is related to the scattering probabilities by the fol-
lowing expression:
uBg0Sb ,g0* u25r254PoutPinPb . ~8!
Hereafter, the analytical function F(x) defined by Eq. ~7!
is used for the topological analysis of SA resonance profiles
by means of the CT.
Since SA resonances in drift spectra occur at critical
points x0 of F(x), determined by the energy of the bound
state and the corresponding reciprocal-lattice vector, these
points are calculated first. They can be obtained from the
condition F8(x0)50, where F8(x) stands for the first deriva-
tive of the function F(x) with respect to x. The type of these
critical points is determined by the values of the derivatives
of higher orders. If F9(x0)50, the critical point x0 is called
a twofold degenerate or nonisolated critical point, while for
F9(x0)Þ0 it is called nondegenerate and isolated. The ap-
pearance of degenerate critical points in a resonance profile
when varying some external parameter, such as the substrate
temperature, is expected to result in a change in the topology
of the resonance profile.
A close examination of the conditions for the critical
point gives the first connection to the CT formalism. The
background contribution @Pb5a1bx in Eq. ~7!#, taken as a
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affects differently the line shapes of the resonances for iso-
lated and nonisolated critical points. If the linear terms in Eq.
~7! are equal to zero (b50 and sin f50), then x50 will
never be a twofold degenerate critical point. At these condi-
tions the resonance feature will be reduced to a symmetric
Lorentzian function and will show ~i! a maximum whenever
Pb,PoutPin and ~ii! a minimum whenever Pb.PoutPin .
These resonance profiles are structurally stable from a topo-
logical point of view. In the case when only sin f50, the
resulting resonance profiles are asymmetric but still have ei-
ther a maximum or a minimum defined by the same condi-
tions. When both linear terms differ from zero, the resonance
profiles are given by asymmetric Fano-type mixed-extrema
structures. For this case, the resonance position x50 is a
twofold degenerate critical point when the following condi-
tions are met: ~i! If F8(0)50 then b52r sin f, that is, the
linear terms are equal @see Eq. ~7!#. ~ii! If F9(0)50 then
cos f52(s2/2r) which implies that always Pb.PoutPin
and the numerator of Eq. ~7! vanishes; ~iii! Finally, if
F-(0)Þ0 then sin fÞ0. These, in fact, are the three neces-
sary conditions for the fold catastrophe.20,21 Moreover, it can
be shown that the F(x) function is also isomorphic to the
fold catastrophe and, therefore, the F(x) function is identical
to a canonical function F(z) of the CT ~i.e., a simple poly-
nomial of third degree!.22 Thus these two functions present
exactly the same topological properties and can be used to
describe exactly the same physical phenomenon.
From CT, it is known20,21 that the fold catastrophe has the
following topological properties: its bifurcation set is a
single point @a50 in the equation for F(z) in Ref. 22# at
which a change in the resonance topology occurs. As shown
in Fig. 1~b!, in the present experiments a change of the SA
resonance topology from a maximum-minimum to a plateau
is observed at Ts5248 K, giving the critical temperature of
Tc5248 K, and therefore the point x50 ~the resonance po-
sition! can be assigned to a twofold degenerate point. After
transforming F(x) to an equivalent function F(z) with a new
parameter a as described in a footnote22 it follows from the
CT that for negative values of a, F(z) and consequently
F(x), have two critical points ~a maximum and minimum!,
while for positive a values, no critical point is found in F(z)
and F(x). It can be shown that for a50 the relation among
the independent parameters of Eq. ~7! is given by
s212r cos f5~b/3A3 ! ~d18 ! A12d , ~9!
with d52r sin f/b<1, which is called the bifurcation set
condition. For additional mathematical details see Ref. 22.
V. APPLICATION OF THE CT THEORY
TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In order to apply the CT analysis to the experimental data,
the resonance profiles shown in Fig. 1~b! have been fitted
with the function F(x) from Eq. ~7!. To do this, the energy
scale was converted to the reduced variable x according to
Eq. ~6!. The width of the resonant peak was extracted from
the spectra measured at lower surface temperature and fixed
at gn ,Ei50.3 meV. Equation ~7! is shown to be able to de-
scribe the different observed line shapes, which, as predictedby CT, exhibits a critical point which appears at about
Ts5248 K. The experimentally obtained resonance positions
E¯ i and the four fitting parameters a , b , A5s212r cos f,
and B52r sin f were determined for each drift spectrum of
Fig. 1~b!. Table I gives these parameters for each fit. Since a
and b are fitting parameters, the background contribution is
fitted for each drift spectrum independently taking into ac-
count the fact that the absolute total intensity may differ
from run to run of the experiment. This can be seen from
Table I for the drift spectrum at 304 K, which was measured
in a different run than the others and which shows larger
total intensity. Overall, the background should follow a
Debye-Waller attenuation, so continuing the series of drift
spectra between 86 and 248 K, for Ts5304 K a can roughly
be extrapolated to be 130 kHz. This is only mentioned for
clarity and does not enter the fit, since, as mentioned above,
the background is fitted for each curve independently. More
important is the behavior of the fit parameters with respect to
each other. The bifurcation set condition Eq. ~9! implies that
at the critical point b5B and A50, which is nearly satisfied
at Ts5248 K. For all of the fits a relative error of less than







where Iexp and I f it are the measured and fitted intensities and
Np is the number of points. As an illustration, in Fig. 2, the
experimental data ~filled circles! and the fitting profiles ~solid
lines! are plotted for Ts586, 125, 180, 248, and 304 K, the
background contribution a1bx is represented by the dashed
lines.
It follows from the CT and it is seen in the data that the
change in line shape is accounted for by a critical point.
However, since CT describes the behavior of a system by
comparing it to certain patterns, the canonical forms, the
analysis in terms of the CT is not sufficient to give an inter-
TABLE I. Surface temperature Ts , energetic position E¯ i and the
parameters a , b , A5s212r cos f, and B52r sin f from the fit-
ting procedure according to Eq. ~7!. The width gn ,Ei was held fixed
at gn ,Ei50.3 meV. The last column gives the Debye-Waller expo-
nent 2W , which is the average number of participating phonons at
the present scattering conditions. The drift spectra at Ts5110 and
304 K ~*! were measured in different runs of the experiment, thus
the total intensities are not comparable to the others. A rough ex-
trapolation of the Debye-Waller behavior of a for Ts5304 K would
result in a value of a;130 kHz, if this drift spectrum was taken in
the same series as most of the others.
Ts @K# E¯ i @meV# a @kHz# b @kHz# A @kHz# B @kHz# 2W
86 9.60 601.86 9.75 211.26 75.22 0.38
110* 9.58 440.16 2.77 14.11 40.41 0.49
125 9.52 443.29 0.54 10.61 28.89 0.55
153 9.54 392.38 10.31 23.86 35.28 0.68
180 9.57 332.09 15.62 210.14 22.59 0.80
223 9.52 244.34 17.05 25.70 15.71 0.99
248 9.45 183.51 8.44 20.05 8.30 1.10
304* 9.32 557.02 34.34 28.48 12.08 1.33
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this critical behavior. As will be discussed below, this
change in topology cannot be due to a simple overall Debye-
Waller attenuation. Moreover, it is remarkable that the criti-
cal temperature Tc is very close to the Debye temperature
QD5250 K of the surface. The value of the Debye-Waller
exponent 2W can be interpreted as an average number of
phonons exchanged in the atom-surface collision process.23
The Debye-Waller ~DW! exponents for the present experi-
mental conditions at each surface temperature are also listed
in Table I. Thus in the case when 2W<1, single phonon
processes are dominant. At the incident-beam energies and
surface temperatures used in the present work, contributions
FIG. 2. Examples of the fit of the experimental line shapes
~dots! by the F(x) function ~solid line! defined by Eq. ~7! with the
variable x given by Eq. ~6!. The dashed lines show the linear back-
ground term a1bx . At the surface temperatures Ts586, 125, and
180 K two critical points are visible, while at Ts5248 K only one is
visible. At Ts5304 K no critical points are observed.of two-phonon and multiphonon processes in inelastic scat-
tering are expected to be very small (2W clearly below 2!.
This justifies our assumption that the elastic and inelastic
background contributions are smooth functions of Ei and
therefore are small perturbations to the resonant line shapes.
Since the resonance profile studied has a Fano-type shape, an
increase of the surface temperature leads to meet the bifur-
cation condition given by Eq. ~9! and the interference be-
tween the resonant and background contributions causes a
transition in the resonance profile topology. Since CT can no
longer be applied when the linear background contribution
with x disappears, obviously the corresponding critical tem-
perature should not be much higher than the surface Debye
temperature since otherwise the background would no longer
be a smooth function of the incident energy Ei .
In order to have confidence in the above analysis it is
necessary to understand the temperature dependence of the
resonance profile. The elastic background contribution de-
creases exponentially with Ts according to Eq. ~1! and thus
the contribution a1bx in Eq. ~7! is expected to follow an
exponential behavior. The parameter s , involving the ‘‘in’’
and ‘‘out’’ resonant probabilities, depends only weakly on
the temperature since these probabilities are ratios between a
partial width ~resonance decay by an open diffraction chan-
nel! and the total width ~resonance decay by all the open
diffraction channels!4 of the resonance. For elastic SA reso-
nances, these values are only weakly dependent on the sur-
face temperature as well. In contrast, the parameter r2, ex-
pressed in terms of the background probability @see Eq. ~8!#,
follows the thermal DW attenuation and should be the major
contribution to the Ts dependence of the numerator in Eq.
~7!. In other words, the cosine and sine functions of f are
not expected to be very sensitive to the surface temperature.
Thus the change of the resonance profile cannot be an artifact
resulting from the overall thermal DW attenuation and there-
fore it must be due to the bifurcation condition given by Eq.
~9!.
As mentioned above, the CT cannot explain the physical
origin behind the transition in the topology, but an analysis
in terms of CT reveals the parameters for the critical point.
At this stage, it would be desirable to have more experiments
in order to confirm the connection with the Debye tempera-
ture for other systems. Recently, in the scattering of D2 from
Cu~001! along the @100# direction24 a topological transition
has also been observed in the so-called resonance ‘‘critical’’
profile at Tc5300 K. This singular profile can been shown to
be isomorph to the ‘‘cusp’’ catastrophe and the Debye tem-
perature for this surface has been estimated from He-atom
scattering measurements to be (270620) K,25 which is very
close to the critical temperature Tc5300 K. Finally we feel
that these two examples indicate that the close correspon-
dence between Tc and QD probably is not a coincidence but
a result of some underlying physical mechanism.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Catastrophe theory has been successfully applied to ana-
lyze the SA resonance profiles displaying Fano-type line
shapes. The theoretical justification of this analysis was pre-
sented along with the experimental investigations of the
resonance line-shape topologies for He-atom scattering from
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some external parameters, such as the surface temperature,
the resonance profiles can undergo a topological transition
which is isomorphic to the fold catastrophe. Moreover, it was
found that for He-NaCl surface scattering the catastrophe in
the resonance profile topology occurs close to the transition
from a single to multiphonon scattering.
The rules governing elastic SA resonance line shapes
given in the literature2–4 do not take into account the possible
degeneracy of the resonance position in terms of some exter-
nal parameter. In the present study the effect of the surface
temperature on the resonance line shapes has been investi-
gated and the Ts dependence of the resonance topologies was
shown to follow well-defined rules given by the CT.
Finally, we believe that the implications of this resonanceprofile analysis using the CT could be extended to any scat-
tering event ~gas-phase scattering, light scattering, etc.!
where Fano-type line shapes are observed. The present the-
oretical analysis of the resonance profiles has been suffi-
ciently general in order to emphasize its possible implemen-
tation to any resonant scattering event.
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